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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to represent, in a virtual reality environment, the simulation of 
avalanche phenomena. We use GIS data to define the different elements that take part in the 
calculations. All these data can be modified and maintained in a common GIS. To use these 
data in the simulation engine a m:n-ACk cellular automata is used. m:n-ACk is a 
generalization of the classical cellular automaton allowing the use of different layers in a 
single cellular automata. 
The paper first describes briefly the m:n-ACk cellular automaton structure, next we describe 
the GIS data used to define the avalanche model, and finally some results are presented.

2. Cellular automata 
Cellular automata are discrete dynamical systems whose behaviour is completely specified in 
terms of a local relation (Emmeche C., 1998). Cells represent automaton space; time 
advances in discrete steps following “the rules”, the laws of “automaton universe”, usually 
expressed in a small look-up table. At each step every cell computes its new state in function 
of its closer neighbours. Thus, system's laws are local and uniform. Next figure shows one-
dimensional cellular automaton initial state and successive two states after rules application. 

Figure 1: One-dimension cellular automata. 

3. Multi:N-Dimensional Cellular Automata (M:N-AC) 
A multi:n-dimensional cellular automaton (m:n-AC) is a generalization of a cellular automata 
defined as follows (Fonseca et al. 2005): 

Definition 1: m:n-ACk

A multi n dimensional cellular automaton is a cellular automaton generalization composed by 
m layers with n dimensions each one. 
The representation is: 

m:n AC k

Where



m: is the automaton number of layers. 
n: is the different layers dimension. 
k: is the number of main layers (1 by default). A layer in a m:n-ACk is a main layer if a 
transition function  is defined in order to modify its state. A m:n-AC automaton only 
presents one main layer, while m:n-ACk automaton presents k main layers. 

Since multiple layers belong to a single automaton, its state is defined as follows. 

Definition 2: Em[x1,..,xn], layer m state in x1,..,xn position 
Em is a function describing cell state in position x1,..,xn of layer m.  

Em function allows state representation for each cell in the different layers of the automata, 
but this is not the global state of the automata. This state is represented by the EG function. 

Definition 3: EG[x1,..,xn], automata status in x1,..,xn position. 
EG returns automata global state in position georeferenced by coordinates x1,..,xn.

The global state of cellular automata depends on EG function in all automata positions. 
Combination functions  is represented by equation: 
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In a common cellular automaton, evolution function allows global automata state change 
through cells value modification. 
In a m:n-ACk vectorial layers use makes necessary to generalize the neighbourhood and later 
define a new function that determines something similar to cell size (nucleus function).  

Definition 4: Evolution Function m
Function defined for the layer m to modify its state through the state of others layers using 
combination function , and vicinity and nucleus functions. 

Intuitively evolution function allows the representation of the modifications in this layer 
(modifications in nucleus area of a point x1.xn), using the state of other layers with 
combination function , and the vicinity area. 
For more information about the vicinity and nucleus area and the vicinity and nucleus 
function, (Fonseca et al. 2005) can be reviewed. 

4. Avalanche overview 
An avalanche is a massive slide of snow, ice, rock or debris down a mountainside. Can be 
provoked by an earth tremor, extreme precipitation or man-made disturbances (such as a 
mountain skier). The impact of the falling material and the winds produced by the flow can 
cause extensive damage to anything in its path. In the next picture the avalanche fatalities in 
IKAR countries is shown (the IKAR countries considered are Germany, Norway, Slovakia, 
France, U.S.A., Austria, Switzerland, Italy and Canada). In the case of a snow avalanche, the 
new snow that accumulates on top of another heavy layer of snow can begin to slide down 
the mountainside. The risk of an avalanche can be reduced by building a snow shed — a 
barrier made of rocks, soil and other materials — or by triggering a controlled avalanche at a 
time when no one is on the mountain. 



Figure 2: Avalanche fatalities in IKAR Countries (Avalanche 2007)

Minimal requirements for the occurrence of an avalanche are snow and an inclined surface, 
usually a mountainside. Most avalanches occur on slopes between 30 and 45°. Two basic 
main types of avalanches are recognized according to snow cover conditions at the point of 
origin.

1. A loose-snow avalanche originates at a point and propagates downhill by 
successively dislodging increasing numbers of poorly cohering snow grains, typically 
gaining width as movement continues down slope. This type of avalanche commonly 
involves only those snow layers near the surface. The mechanism is analogous to dry 
sand.

2. The second type, the slab avalanche, occurs when a distinct cohesive snow layer 
breaks away as a unit and slides because it is poorly anchored to the snow or ground 
below. A clearly defined gliding surface as well as a lubricating layer may be 
identifiable at the base of the slab, but the meteorological conditions, which create 
these layers, are complex. 

In this model the slab avalanche is the only kind of avalanche considered. 

5. Avalanche Model: 6+N:2-AC4+N on Z2.
5,0N , represents the maximum number of obstacles typologies that can be added to the 

model.  Since all the parameters of the simulation are represented in these layers, is easy to 
perform different simulations representing different alternatives or situations. The problem to 
perform a simulation is reduced to find the layers that represent the area we want to simulate. 
No modifications in the simulation engine must be performed.  
These data is stored following the IDRISI32 file format. To perform the avalanche simulation 
the data can be obtained from the ICC (Catalonia cartographic institute, 
http://www.icc.cat/portal/), from the Creaf (Center for Ecological Research and Forestry 
Applications, http://www.creaf.uab.es/mcsc/mms/index.htm) and from the Meteocat 
(http://www.meteocat.com/marcs/marc_muntanya.html). In the next table, the different 
layers used in the automata, and the source, are shown. 



Name Type Description Qtt Source Modifiable 

Height Raster Layer representing the height of the 
environment. 

1 ICC No 

Thickness
of the 
snow

Raster Represents the thickness of the 
“slab snow” 

1 Meteocat Yes 

Floor
features

Raster Represents the kind of surface 
(rocks, sand, snow, ice,..). Each 
surface has his own specific rough 
parameter. 

1 Meteocat 
Creaf

No

Snow that 
causes
the slab 
features

Raster Density, compactness of the snow. 1 Meteocat Yes 

Obstacles Raster Represents the obstacles that have 
the environment (small rocks, big 
rocks, houses, trees,…) 

N Creaf Yes 

Crack  Vectorial Line representing the breakdown of 
the ice. 

1 Input 
data

Yes, at 
beginning.

State of 
the snow 

Raster Shows the state of the terrain, 
empty (without snow that causes 
the windslab), static (contains 
snow that is stable) and dynamic
(contains snow that in the next 
iteration is moving) 

1 Meteocat Yes 

Table 1: GIS data used in the simulation model 

5.1 Vicinity, nucleus and evolution functions 
The Moore neighbourhood is used over Z2. The figure 3 shows the representation of the cells 
relations. The vicinity and nucleus functions allowing the definition of the evolution function 
are based in the discrete topology over Z2. The vicinity functions represents, in Z, what is the 
cells that must be taken in consideration to perform a calculation for the cell defined by 
(x1,x1), while the nucleus function represents the cell that must be modified due to the calculus.

Vicinity function: vn(x1,x1) = {(x1-1,x2-1), (x1-1,x2), (x1-1,x2+1), (x1,x2-1), (x1,x2), (x1,x2+1), (x1+1,x2-

1), (x1+1,x2), (x1+1,x2+1)}
Nucleus function: nc(x1,x1)= {(x1,x1)}
The evolution function (  ) is based in the analysis of the global state ( EG(x1,x1) ) for a 
selected cell, through the combination function that merges the data contained in each one of 
the different automata layers ( (E1[x1,x1],E2[x1,x1],..,E4+N[x1,x1]) ). The figure 4 shows a 
state machine representing the evolution function. Is not a complete description of the 
evolution function, but represents the three main states in witch each cell can be. 



Figure 3: Moore neighbourhood Figure 4: evolution function ( )

6. Results 
The simulations of five different avalanche models have been conducted, obtaining data that 
can be compared with real avalanches data. In addition, a graphical tool, useful to understand 
the avalanche evolution has been developed. In the picture, a representation of an avalanche 
is shown: 

Figure 4: avalanche representation 

Figure 5: avalanche speed and height 



In the figure 5 is shown a representation of the evolution of the snow speed in meters per 
second (blue line) and the height in meters (red line) for a simulation experiment. 

7. Concluding remarks 
An application to represent in virtual reality format the avalanche phenomena using GIS data 
thought the m:n-CAk cellular automaton is presented. 
The comparison of the output data with studied phenomena for the speed variable shows 
promising results. Comparing the simulation output with (Leaf 1977; Mear 1976) we obtain 
similar results. In four different models, the maximum speed is about 21m/s (small or 
medium avalanche). In a test for a big avalanche, the maximum speed in the model is about 
67m/s (little over the typical value for a big dimensions avalanche) (Leaf 1977; Mear 1976). 
The structure in layers of all the elements that can interact with the evolution function of the 
avalanche, simplify the calculus of the evolution functions, allowing an easier 
implementation of the model, and a clear specification.  
Since the layers represents all the model variables and are obtained from GIS data, the 
construction of a new simulation model is based on the definition of these layers, work that 
can be performed in a GIS, simplifying the modelling task. 
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